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The 3 MV ultra-high voltage electron microscope (UHVEM) H-3000 at Osaka University has
capability of observation for micrometers' thick-sliced biological samples. This fea¬ture is
suitable for tomographic three-dimensional imaging [1]. While taking obtain a tilt series of
electron tomography, acquiring a hundred images, their image position and focus must be
accurately aligned automatically. We proposed the Auto-Focus system using image Sharpness
(AFS) [2] is suitable for acquisition of UHVEM tomography series [3]. The method is that values
of image sharpness corresponding to defocus values become to be maximized as shown in
Fig.1. To find the maximized image sharpness, we use fitting five points with a different
defocus value to quasi-Gaussian function [3]. Acquisition of images by the slow scan CCD
(SS-CCD) camera is good image quality but the acquisition time is taken more than one minute
for one autofocus operation getting five defocused images.
In this study, we use a high-definition TV camera (HDTV camera; effective image area is 1.2k
× 1k size) instead of the SS-CCD camera (4k × 4k) for fast acquisition of images. The HDTV
camera captures one image for only 1/30 second. However, S/N of the image and the
resolution are lower than the SS-CCD camera. To improve poor S/N, we integrated the images
for 22 frames so that each image sharpness is enough to fitting. For lower resolution than
SS-CCD image, we selected the defocus step made to be larger to discriminate difference of
sharpness with each defocused image. By using HDTV camera for autofocus process, it took 6
seconds during one autofocus procedure, which became shorter by one order. It took 30
seconds to record one image by SS-CCD after autofocus and position alignment. We can obtain
the series of 61 images during 30 minute. So, we successfully decreased total acquisition time
of tomography series in half.
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Fig. 1: Image sharpness S(x) to relative object lens current. The unit of the abscissa axis is manually adjusted minimum
focusing step. Red solid circles are measured image sharpness and solid curve is fitted curve with the inset equation.
 

 
Fig. 2: Relative objective lens current change with a tilt angle during acquisition of tomography series. Starting angle is
-60 degree and end angle is +48 degree. Two series were acquired in the same area. The deviation was smaller than
the minimum step by manual.
 


